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Almost daily over the past two years we have been haunted by the spectre of 
starving African children on our TV screens. Meanwhile, another form of 
starvation, largely unnoticed and receiving little media attention, is taking 
place in Africa - book famine. 

In the West librarians and publishers are excitedly discussing the exploita- 
tion of the new technology, the world of optical discs and of CD-ROM , 
on-line this and on-line that , and general computer Utopia. The current issue 
of the IFLA Journal has an editorial stating that for libraries in Third World 
countries "optical disc technology may, hopefully , hold the secret to their 
future abilities to cope with improved  information , transfer and dissemi- 
nation."1 Yet the plain fact is that most libraries in Africa are not "online" to 
the technological advances and the new opportunities; they are, on the 
contrary, very much off-line altogether to anything - to basic printed re- 
sources, let alone any of the new technology. And the North-South gap is 
growing wider by the minute. 

I therefore strongly endorse the initiative taken by this meeting to tackle 
the issue of the book famine in Africa. It is a problem that needs to be 

addressed with great determination, and a sense of urgency. Meetings of this 
sort can help to bring pressure on donor organizations to give serious atten- 
tion to this grave situation. I believe it is vital to act fast and effectively, and 
perhaps this meeting can help to develop some kind of blueprint for action. 

I propose here to summarize the current situation, by giving the facts in an 
overview and assessment; reporting what action is in hand by various orga- 
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nizations in the UK, and with what success so far; and finally, I shall 
submit proposals for action, including possible practical approaches, as a basis  
for discussion  by this meeting. 

I also propose to report on a new initiative to address the opposite problem 
of bringing books out of Africa and  on to the shelves  of libraries and 
booksellers in Europe and North America  - the newly  founded African 
Books Collective. The contra-flow problem has indirectly relevant bearing 
on the book famine in Africa; and indeed both problems directly confront 
the role and current difficulties faced by African publishers. 

 

An Assessment of the Current Situation 

The state of the book and the indigenous book industries in Africa, after 
enjoying a period of relative boom and rapid expansion in the 1970s, is 
currently in a severe state of crisis. There are few countries in Africa 
today which do not face deep recession and collapsing economies. The 
chronic balance of payments problems and ensuing scarcity of foreign 
exchange have not only substantially curtailed the flow of new books from 
local presses; the long payment pipelines - and the effects of import controls 
- have also meant that the number of imported books reaching Africa has 
dropped sharply. 

 
The impact can be felt on various fronts: 
1. Several African publishing enterprises have become dormant, have 

ceased operations altogether, or have had to cut back on the number 
of new titles published annually. 

2. A  large  number  of  literary  magazines  and  scholarly  periodicals   
have stopped publication or publish only sporadically,  providing fewer  
and fewer publishing facilities. 

3. This dearth of publishing outlets has meant that young writers and 
scholars in particular are finding it difficult to place their work, and the 
situation has led to a stifling of scholarship as well as of creative 
writing. 

4. The rapidly diminishing markets in Africa have also seriously affected 
the publishing of African studies worldwide. The collapse of the 
Nigerian market, for example, and that country's acute foreign 
exchange crisis, have left many international publishing houses with 
huge outstanding debts for books previously supplied. The 
introduction, subsequently, of stringent import control regulations have 
further reduced the volume of trade with Nigeria. And this is 
happening at a time when that country is witnessing a rapid expansion 
of education at all levels, with several new universities and other 
institutions of higher learning having been, or in the course of being, set 
up. 
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5. Book piracy in Africa has become a reality. 
6. Lastly, but most distressingly, many parts of Africa now present a picture 

of a bookless society. Foreign exchange is so scarce that many university 
and public libraries in Africa have been unable to purchase any new books 
over the past three or four years, much less maintain their current perio- 
dicals collections. Most bookshops present a picture of empty shelves; 
schools are without books; and teachers and scholars are divorced from 
the material to pursue their studies, to maintain their understanding of 
developments taking place in their disciplines elsewhere in the world, and 
to keep their teaching and research up-to-date. 

 
Although some libraries have occasionally received donations of books, it is 
quite clear that no existing aid scheme is dealing with this alarming state of 
book starvation in Africa, and the problem seems to be fairly low on any 
major donor organization's list of priorities. 

Parallel unfortunately is the problem that still only a few African govern- 
ments seem to attach much significance to their indigenous book industries 
and few have adopted positive measures of support in the past , which would 
now  lessen  their  dependence  on  book  imports  from  the  West.  And the 

development of effective library systems, not least in the areas serving the 
rural communities, also seems to have a distinctly low priority in the overall 
development plans of African governments, with one or two exceptions. In 
the face of devastating years of drought and famine, the world economic 
recession, and high oil prices which have brought many African countries to 
the brink of economic collapse, it is perhaps not surprising that the book 
industries  have had to take a back-seat  in the pursuit  of  national  devel- 
opment , and will probably have to continue to do so in the immediate future. 

It can be argued that restrictions on imported books have to some extent 
stimulated increased  activity in indigenous publishing  houses which have 
been called in to fill the vacuum ; but the cost of paper and imported materials 
has been increasing rapidly , and African publishers usually lack access to the 
most appropriate production facilities or have trouble importing spare parts, 
paper or printing equipment. As a result, local manufacturing is often much 
more expensive than printing overseas (again, with one or two exceptions; 

Zimbabwe, for example, is fortunate to be able to rely on an excellent 
printing infrastructure). 

Meanwhile, the scarcity of books has meant that neither the needs of 
educational institutions nor the general reading public can be met. A gener- 
ation of students are now being taught by lecturers who are unable to gain 
access to current research and scholarship or to keep up with developments 
in their field. The lack of books and teaching materials has led to students 
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having to rely virtually exclusively on lecture notes provided by their teach- 
ers; I gather from some friends in Nigeria, for example, that at the end of 
each lecture there is usually a wild scramble by students to secure their notes . 
It need hardly be stated that such teaching methods cannot be conducive to 
enlightened learning and the acquisition of academic knowledge. It comes as 
no surprise to hear that recent exam results at some Nigerian universities 
were the worst on record. 

At the same time African university libraries are depleted of book stocks, 
or books are being removed or mutilated by students desperate to lay their 
hands on some printed material. 

This, then, is the current critical state of affairs. 
 

Existing Book Aid Schemes 

I should now like to turn my attention to a number of existing (or planned) 
schemes in the UK which are attempting - with varying success thus far - to 
deal with the African book famine problem. Several of these efforts are very 
much in their embryonic stage and are perhaps not more than conscious- 
raising efforts for the time being. 

First of all, I should mention the one-day symposium on the book famine 
in Africa organized by the International African Institute, as part of the 
supporting programme of "Bookweek Africa", held in London in October 
1985, and jointly organized by The African Book Publishing Record and the 
Africa Centre. A report about the Symposium appeared in a recent issue of 
ABPR, and I'm circulating offprints of that report, together with copies of an 
IAI appeal for a Journals Trust Fund. The International African Institute had 
plans for a follow-up meeting to identify further the nature and scale of the 
crisis, to formulate proposals designed to relieve the problem, and to suggest 
practical plans for action. Such a second meeting has not yet materialized, 
largely because of lack of resources and personnel at the IAI , although the 
Institute remains committed to the idea. During the IAI meeting a number of 
existing schemes were reviewed, and these include: 

 

(1) Books for Development 

This is a charity set up by Kate Gifford, with a distinguished list of sponsors, 
and which works with a considerable volunteer input. Its objective is to assist 
the educational process in developing countries suffering an acute shortage of 
convertible currency, by responding to specific and urgent requests from 
governments for educational materials. Thus far, and as far as Africa is 
concerned, it has dealt mainly with Ghana and Tanzania, and more recently 
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with Uganda. Requests for books and educational aids are channelled 
through governments and the major part of the £1m so far spent has been on 
materials for primary schools, e.g. pens, pencils, rulers, and exercise books. 
School books have also been sent, and have been shipped freight-free. 

 

(2) Ranfurly  Library  Service 

This is another organization with charitable status, which collects suitable 
book donations to send to local distributors or libraries overseas. Since 1954 
12 million books have been sent abroad, including over 800,000 in 1985. 
Shipping companies mostly take books to African countries freight-free. It 
was the help of the Ranfurly Library Service that enabled us to ship and 
donate the "Bookweek Africa " exhibition to the Sierra Leone Library 
Board. 

The main problem with the Ranfurly scheme is that they are dependent, 
and have little control over, the quality of books donated, although they are 
trying to upgrade the quality of the books by various means. 

 
(3) Anglophone/ Francophone African Studies Teaching M aterials Exchange 

Project  (AFASTM EP) 

This is a scheme developed by Professor Roland Oliver of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies at the University of London (and which has 
already been submitted to an aid agency) for the creation of an international 
library of taped lectures in English and French, accompanied by printed 
hand-out booklets summarizing the most important material from recent 
journals and books. Such tapes would then be donated or exchanged with 
universities and academics in Africa, with all material being updated every 
three or four years. 

 

(4) British  Council/ODA Book  Presentation  Scheme 

This British government scheme, administered by the British Council, aims 
to assist "the educational, economic and social development of developing 
countries by providing essential books to institutions that have a clearly 
defined need, especially when the institution is part of a larger aid project". 
Lists are drawn up of library needs and, if  approved, will result in the 
provision of one or two copies of a particular book to a particular library (the 
books must have been published in the UK). Periodicals can be incorporated 
in the scheme if  used for research, but only for one or two years. 

Other schemes are: 
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(5) Institute for Environment and Development 

The International Institute for Environment and Development, whose head- 
quarters are in London, are currently considering setting up, under their own 
auspices, an "appropriate" publishing programme. Such a programme would 
have two arms. First it would address the book famine in Africa and other 
Third World countries. "Appropriate" publishing covers books which are 
relevant to the needs of the recipient countries and fill a perceived gap, 
rather than commercial competitive publishing. The Institute would focus on 
development issues. Secondly, the programme would seek out writers on 
development and related issues where there is a clear need to facilitate their 
works reaching the right places in the markets of the developed countries, so 
that their work played a full part in the evolution of policies. The Institute 
will be meeting in Washington at the end of October when they expect to 
announce their programme. 

 

(6) Intermediate Technology Development Group 

The Intermediate Technology Development Group is another organization 
based in London, with a publishing programme concentrating on Third 
World and development issues, and it  has its own retail bookshop. A major 
concern is with "appropriate" technology. It has a book token programme, 
whereby it raises money from funding organizations, which it converts to 
book tokens. The publishing catalogue of the Group, together with tokens, is 
then forwarded to volunteers working in Africa and other Third World 
countries (for example, the volunteers of the UK Voluntary Service Over- 
seas) , who - through their field knowledge and through local consultation - 
"buy" books needed with the tokens. 

 

(7) International organizations 

On an international level, there are several organizations that have actively 
helped with the two way flow of books across borders, most notably Unesco . 
In addition to its Unesco Book Coupon scheme, the organization has played 
a significant role in supporting indigenous book production in Africa and has 
backed a variety of book development programmes; it has also given direc- 
tion in the formulation of national book strategies, whilst recognizing that its 
action could only be complementary to, and could in no way replace, con- 
certed efforts on the parts of governments and book professionals. From time 
to time Unesco has also become involved in actual book donation schemes. 
For example, I have recently collaborated with Unesco's Division of Book 
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Promotion in helping to draw up a list of book and periodical titles to 
constitute "A  Basic Professional Library for Publishers in Developing Coun- 
tries", and such 'instant' libraries will shortly be donated to a number of 
public library boards, library schools and book development councils in 
Africa. 

Finally, there are of course the efforts of many individuals, and several 
librarians in Europe and North America who have been instrumental in 
arranging for book donations to recipients in Africa or paying for gift sub- 
scriptions. Moreover, there may well be book aid schemes in Continental 
Europe of which I'm not as yet aware. 

And whilst on the subject of gift subscriptions, it is perhaps worth mention - 
ing - if only as an example of an unsuccessful scheme! - our efforts to ensure 
that African libraries receive a subscription to The African Book Publishing 
Record : This scheme involved our seeking funds to make available about 200 
gift subscriptions to selected African libraries, for an initial period of 2-3 
years. These libraries would include both new subscribers and those who had 
been unable to renew their subscriptions because of the chronic foreign 
exchange problems. To this end we wrote to a number of foundations to 
enlist financial aid to pay for subscriptions which ABPR would have made 
available at cost price and cost of postages. Unfortunately, and after a lot of 
correspondence and paperwork, we found no support, possibly because we 
were acting in isolation as a single publisher (although we have been mod- 
estly successful in arranging for a few gift subscriptions for one of our other 
journals, the Journal of Commonwealth Literature ). 

 

Proposals for Action 

It is clear from this description that responses so far - whilst being worthwhile 
in themselves - simply do not match the scale of the problem. And they exist 
in isolation. Massive and urgent collective action is needed - a "Book Aid" 
venture - perhaps in the footsteps of Bob Geldof's "Band Aid" initiative! 
Any initiative should be a partnership, as we would all recognise, between 
Africa and countries of the "developed" world . And time is short as the 
structure and skills of book professionals in Africa are being eroded, with the 
dangers of defeatism in its wake. 

It is equally clear that it is African librarians who must determine their 
priorities. Priorities for a university library will be somewhat different from 
the most urgent requirement of public libraries. In academic libraries the 
most pressing need is probably (i) current periodicals, (ii) scholarly mono- 
graphs, and (iii) multiple copies of academic texts. In Public libraries serials 
may be less important, but reference book materials and resources may be 
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particularly badly needed. On the other hand , raising sufficient funds for 
serials - many with very high annual subscription costs - and making these 
available over a period of time to African universities, may take a long time . 
Also, it will take time and money to raise such resources, and to set up a 
Trust fund for journals of the kind envisaged by the International African 
Institute. (And I must say I am somewhat skeptical of the chance of raising 
sufficient money to create a £3m trust fund in the immediate future.) I 
believe we must look at the book famine problem from a perspective of 
short-term approaches, and possible long-term solutions. Thus, for the mo- 
ment, my own proposals centre on possible short-term measures, as action is 
required now, not in two years' time. 

My proposed action would come on four fronts: 
 

(1) A lerting donor organizations: 

Alert and vigorously lobby the major donor and aid organizations about the 
book famine problem, stressing the enormity of the current situation and its 
implications, and urging positive and immediate action. 

 

(2) The Steering Committee: 

The formation of a small group of African librarians (and I would envisage 
no more than 5 or 6), assisted by some of their colleagues in Europe - and 
possibly enlisting the support of organizations such as SCOLMA and/or the 
Archives and Libraries Committee of the (US) African Studies Association - 
as a Steering Committee. Funds to be sought to enable this Steering Commit- 
tee to meet as soon as possible, to determine priorities , decide on selection 
procedures, prepare costings , and produce a practical blueprint for action - 
both short term and long term - and which would then be presented to 
funding agencies. I would envisage this Steering Committee to meet some- 
where in Europe over a period of a few days, assisted by effective secretarial 
and back-up support before, during and after the meeting. 

On the penultimate day of their meeting, representatives from donor 
agencies would be invited to attend the meeting, to be presented with the 
Steering Committee's practical and concrete proposals, detailed costings and 
time-tables for action. Representatives of donor agencies would be invited to 
assist in any refinement or revisions of blueprints of a 'manifesto' for action, 
suggest ways in which their organizations could provide financial support, 
and how blueprints might be converted into tangible action . 

I need hardly stress to this gathering that it would be imperative that such a 
Steering Committee should formulate practical, realistic plans for concerted 
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immediate action; and would have to avoid the pitfall of becoming  just 
another well-meaning international conference. The Steering Committee's 
starting point should be the objective of pulling all the strands together and 
producing a plan of action. 

 

(3) Approaches  to Western publishers: 

This plan of action - which should precede the meeting of the Steering 
Committee - stems from the earlier proposal I made at the IAI book famine 
symposium, and it arises from our own experience as specialist publishers of 
reference books and journals on Africa and the Third World. We have ample 
evidence that many Afri can libraries very much want to purchase our books 
or subscribe to our journals, but because of the foreign exchange constraints 
are simply unable to do so. It is an unfortunate situation for us, as publishers, 
but much worse for African libraries. 

Our own feelings are - and I believe they might well be shared by many 
other Western publishers if  effectively publicized - that rather than our titles 
sitting in a warehouse gathering dust, it would make sense to make these 
available to African libraries at cost price, or near cost price (and including a 
royalty element of some sort so that authors would not be penalized). 
Whereas no commercial publisher can survive by giving away their books for 
free, I believe many publishers would be willing to let them go at cost price to 
African libraries, provided sufficient donor organization support could be 
secured to pay for the books at cost price, and pay for the freight to African 
destinations. In practical terms this would probably  mean  that books could 
be made available at discounts off the list price in the region of 60-70% , 
provided they were ordered and shipped in reasonable quantities, say a 
minimum of 6 units/titles at a time, and, as I've said , freight costs would need 
to be borne  by  donor organizations. 

It is clear that this is something that calls for a collective approach, and 
someone would need to be appointed to devise a strategy to approach the 
major Western publishers and put the proposal to them; it might be carried 
out under the auspices of an organization such as the International African 
Institute or a similar body. 

It should be stressed immediately that it would be crucial to avoid this 
exercise becoming yet another case of "book dumping"; and such a scheme 
should cover only books, journals, and reference materials which are defi- 
nitely, and expressly, wanted by African libraries. It is for this reason that I 
have suggested the setting up of a Steering Committee of African librarians, 
assisted by a small group of independent librarians in Europe . 

Approaches to Western publishers should ideally be carried out before the 
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Steering Committee meets; the latter could then consider publishers' reac- 
tions including which publishers were willing to ship books at cost price, or, 
at least , at substantial discounts. 

 

(4) African-published   material: 

It is not, of course , just books from the West that are needed by African 
libraries. Books from African publishers are also very much in demand. 
Sadly, because of the absence, for the time being, of a flourishing intra- 
African book trade , very little material published in, say West Africa, is 
reaching the shelves of libraries and booksellers in East Africa , and vice- 
versa. I have earlier mentioned that the "Bookweek Africa" exhibition - 
consisting of some 900 recent African-published titles and providing a broad 
picture of current African publishing output - was donated to the Sierra 
Leone Library Board, where the exhibition had a repeat showing and the 
books were later integrated into the Library's collections. One interesting 
aspect that struck me at the time was that not only were there huge crowds 
visiting the exhibition with keen interest, but there was also astonishment - 
astonishment that visitors found so many books of high quality published in 
various parts of Africa , and which had never before been seen in Freetown. 
Indeed, a substantial number of books in the "Bookweek Africa" exhibit 
were from countries such as for example, Zimbabwe, from which not a single 
title or imprint had previously been catalogued by the Sierra Leone Library 
Board! 

This, surely, presents yet another deplorable state of affairs, and calls for 
action. My proposal therefore is that more collections (though possibly 
smaller in size) of the type that made up the "Bookweek Africa" exhibit 
should be made up, for subsequent donation to African libraries. Again, the 
Steering Committee of African librarians could be made responsible for the 
task of putting together such 'instant' collections, and we at ABPR would of 
course be happy to assist. At an average retail price of approximately £6 .00 
per title, collections of outstanding African-published material - published 
over the past ten years or so - could be assembled at a cost of about £2,000 
per collection of 300-400 titles. (Unlike approaches to Western publishers, 
one would not of course want to press for discounts for such material, as 
revenue is badly needed by African publishers.) A sum of £50,000 could thus 
bring such collections to 25 libraries in different countries of the continent, 
and so enable the reading public in one part of Africa to gain access to the 
scope and vitality of African publishing in other parts of the continent. 

 
These  four  elements  form  the  framework  of  my  proposal  for  practical, 
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short-term approaches to help alleviate the book famine in Africa; to be of 
some immediate help to the libraries in Africa which face book starvation , 
and to tackle a most serious problem which threatens to undermine in- 
tellectual advance in many African universities.  I believe given adequate 
support from donor organizations, the proposals could be implemented 
within a time-table of 12-18 months. It will of course require people, or some 
establishment or umbrella organization to implement the proposals and to 
co-ordinate the different activities, and this in itself will first require funds to 
be sought from donor organizations. 

 

African  Books  Collective 

There is, finally, another kind of famine, for we have on the one hand the 
fact that not enough books are reaching Africa , but on the other a dearth of 
books coming from Africa to the shelves of European and North American 
libraries and booksellers. As we have seen, for lack of funds and as a result of 
foreign exchange scarcities, Africa is tragically becoming a bookless society. 
Yet publishing in Africa survives, and despite the enormous problems, 
books of the highest quality continue to come off some African presses. 
And a major new initiative - African Books Collective - now promises to 
make the results better known and more readily available in the world. 

For many publisher s in Africa their priorities, of necessity, lie at home; but 
with the proliferation of African scholarly and literary works a great deal of 
African-published material is now much in demand by libraries , scholars, and 
other book buyers throughout the world. Regrettably until now, overseas 
promotion by African publishers has been weak, the international markets have 
been barely touched, and export earnings have been negligible. More- over, 
the acquisition of African publications has been problematic and frequently 
frustrating, as many an Africanist librarian will testify. 

African publishing output quite clearly deserves much wider, more effec- 
tive, and more aggressive promotion overseas. For scholarly monographs, for 
example, at least half the potential market is likely to be overseas, yet 
academics in Europe, the USA , and elsewhere have often been unaware of 
the many new titles published by African scholarly presses , much less been 
able to purchase them. Happily, a new initiative may now present a spring- 
board for action and open a new era of co-operation between African 
publishers and those in the West. 

This initiative had its roots in a meeting in London in October 1985 which 
brought together a representative group of eleven African publishers imme- 
diately before "Bookweek Africa ". The meeting was called to explore, and 
to make firm proposals, as to how a consortium of African publishers might 
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collectively market their books in Europe and North America by pooling 
their resources and know-how, by producing joint lists and catalogues, and 
by establishing a small permanent office in the UK to provide centralized 
order fulfilment, billing, and shipping for several publishers. Questions of 
overseas promotion and distribution were considered in great depth and 
unanimous agreement was reached on the way ahead - namely to set up , 
sometime in 1987, a collective export marketing and distribution organiza- 
tion to be called African Books Collective. 

A Steering Committee comprising representatives from East, West, and 
Central/Southern Africa has been elected to implement the decisions taken 
at the London meeting, and a consultant has been appointed to provide 
direction and set up the organization. Thereafter African Books Collective 
will be governed by a Council of Management, to be constituted on a broad 
regional basis. One of the most significant aspects of the Collective is that it  
will not aim to be profit-making on its own behalf, but will seek to be 
profit-making for its constituent members and to substantially increase their 
export sales. Because of its non-profit making nature it will be able to offer 
more favourable terms to participating publishers than those available under 
conventional distribution agency agreements. The Collective also expects to 
become actively involved in negotiating co-publication rights with British or 
American partners, when this is in the interest of the African publishers. 

The initial funding of the operation will come in part from one-time 
participation fees paid by its founding members; and which will be applied 
against capital and setting-up costs. In view of existing foreign exchange 
constraints in most African countries, however, many African publishers will  
find it difficult to transfer such substantial funds. Moreover it will take some 
time for the volume of turnover to reach a level that will generate sufficient 
income to meet both the preferential terms and running costs. To cover this 
interim gap, support is being sought from donor organizations - temporary 
funding that will make it possible for this self-help initiative to proceed. There 
are encouraging signs that applications to donor agencies are being 
sympathetically considered, and that the Collective should be in a position to 
start  operations  late in  1987. 

To date over twenty African publishers have formally applied to join, 
including seven university presses. African librarians in Europe and North 
America , meanwhile, have warmly welcomed the Africa n Book Collective 
initiative, and have indicated their support by promising to channel their 
orders, or at least part of them , through the Collective . 

The establishment of African Books Collective will have far reaching 
effects beyond marketing. First and foremost, it will enhance the visibility of 
African books and will ensure on the one hand that African publications will  
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become more easily available to libraries and other book buyers, and on the 
other that more and more of the bounty that nowadays is coming from 
African presses will be found on the shelves of bookshops in Europe and 
North America.  Secondly, by collectively providing their own non-profit 
making organization, African publishers will strengthen their economic base. 
This will not only provide them with more revenue, and more foreign 
exchange, to survive and grow under existing difficult conditions; it will also 
encourage increased publishing activity. Thirdly, the existence of the Collec- 
tive will help African publishers persuade top African writers and scholars to 
publish with them, rather than overseas firms; they will be able to demon- 
strate to their authors that they can effectively project their work and 
standing in the international markets, and that their authors will do as well 
financially with them as with a European or American firm. It will thus 
promote the independence of African publishers and their authors to a basis 
of equality with their colleagues overseas. 

There will, of course, be many obstacles to overcome before this operation 
gets off the ground, one of which, paradoxically, is actually getting bulk 
quantities of books out of Africa. Exports of books in bulk frequently face 
cumbersome regulations governing exporting, involving sometimes massive 
paperwork, or negotiations with various government ministries to obtain the 
necessary licenses or export certificates. African governments do not always 
seem to understand that foreign exchange earnings can actually be made by 
exporting books! But by collective action, and collective approaches to gov- 
ernment by groups of publishers, it is hoped that these hurdles can be 
overcome. 

African books may therefore stand at a turning of the tide. 


